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Abstract
The traditional approach for performance debugging relies upon performance profilers (e.g., gprof, VTune) that provide average function runtime information. These aggregate statistics help identify slow regions affecting the entire workload, but they are ill-suited for identifying slow regions that only impact a fraction of the workload, such as tail latency effects. This paper takes a new approach to performance profiling by utilizing distributed tracing systems (e.g., Dapper, Zipkin, Jaeger). Since traces provide detailed timing information on a per-request basis, it is possible to group and aggregate tracing data in many different ways to identify the slow parts of the system. Our new approach to trace aggregation uses the structure embedded within traces to hierarchically group similar traces and calculate increasingly detailed aggregate statistics based on how the traces are grouped. We also develop an automated tool for analyzing the hierarchy of statistics to identify the most likely performance issues. Our case study across two complex distributed systems illustrates how our tool is able to find multiple performance issues that lead to 10x and 28x performance improvements in terms of average and tail latency, respectively. Our comparison with a state-of-the-art industry tool shows that our tool can pinpoint performance slowdowns more accurately than current approaches.

CCS Concepts
• Software and its engineering → Software testing and debugging; • General and reference → Performance.
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1 Introduction
Diagnosing performance issues is a slow and labor-intensive process. While correctness issues are more easily identified due to crashes or erroneous output, performance issues manifest themselves as slowdowns, which are hard to detect. For example, using inefficient serialization/deserialization doesn’t break functionality, but it adds unnecessary delays that can surprisingly be a major slowdown [45]. Furthermore, it is often difficult to determine whether the speed of a component is normal or slow since processing times are typically variable. Especially when issues involve tail latency (i.e., the time to process the slowest fraction of requests), identifying the root cause(s) often requires significant debugging time and instrumentation. As a result, companies often ignore or defer non-critical performance issues that can be hidden by adding more resources [68]. Even so, performance bugs are still a widespread problem – a recent cloud study of over 3,000 bugs identifies 23% of them as being performance related [24], and another study of Google Cloud Platform incident reports show that 34.7% of them are related to undesirable slowdowns [63].

The traditional approach for performance diagnosis is performance profiling. Performance profilers (e.g., gprof [23], VTune [17]) automatically instrument code to measure the average computation time within functions in the code base. By providing a sorted list of the most time-consuming functions, developers can quickly identify candidates for performance optimization. While this provides useful information for identifying slow code in the average case, these tools lack the ability to capture the parts contributing to tail latency as well as pinpoint problems that only affect a fraction of the traffic. These tools are also primarily designed for single programs rather than distributed systems, which are growing in popularity and usage in modern system designs. Our goal is to build a better performance profiler that can provide useful aggregate statistics while overcoming these limitations.
To address these issues, especially in the context of complex distributed systems, we propose a radically different approach to performance profiling by using distributed tracing. Distributed tracing systems (e.g., Dapper [53], Zipkin [44], Jaeger [26]) are being integrated into many of today’s distributed systems as a fundamental tool for debugging [34]. In the context of this work, a trace consists of detailed timing information about how a single request traverses the system. A request represents the work that a user submits to the system, such as a web request. Fig. 1 illustrates an example trace of a request traversing a social network web service. Each of the time ranges is known as a span, which represents the starting/ending time of operations being performed.

Research has shown that distributed tracing is a powerful tool for debugging [1, 4, 15, 18, 26, 29–31, 35, 36, 44, 49, 53, 56, 66], but the standard practice for trace analysis is a slow process where engineers manually look through a large number of traces [5, 46, 60, 69]. Without looking at many traces, it is easy to be misled about performance bottlenecks – the advantage of traditional performance profilers is their ability to present aggregate information over a large amount of data. However, current tracing tools (e.g., Jaeger [26]) are primarily designed to present detailed information about a single trace at a time. The state of the art in using traces for performance analysis is based on comparing a “good” trace with a “bad” trace [5, 16, 26, 32, 50]. However, this relies upon a user to identify the right pair of traces to compare, which can be difficult with the variability that is often seen in complex systems. For identifying performance regressions or anomalies, it’s possible to identify an interesting or representative trace, but this is not the right approach for general performance profiling.

What’s needed for performance profiling is methodologies for aggregating traces to reveal performance problems. Recent systems like Canopy [29] provide a framework for efficiently analyzing many traces, but users are still responsible for deciding how to analyze the trace data. The difficulty in aggregating traces lies in deciding (i) what group of traces should be aggregated, and (ii) what data should be aggregated. For example, aggregating all the traces that communicate with a cache and database would yield different results from aggregating the traces that only communicate with the database. Furthermore, when aggregating all traces, one is limited to aggregating data that is common across the traces (e.g., all database accesses). However, when aggregating a group of traces that all share the same trace structure, one can aggregate more detailed information about individual spans (e.g., first database access vs. second database access). In practice today, trace aggregation relies upon a lot of human effort and expertise to craft the appropriate queries for aggregating traces, and the resulting aggregated data is often limited to coarse-grained statistics at the granularity of overall latency or operation latency. Even with some of the most advanced tracing tools available in industry (e.g., Lightstep [32], Canopy [29]), they only allow for coarse-grained grouping and filtering at the granularity of trace features (e.g., HTTP status code, span latency), and the grouping/filtering is user-driven. Our goal is to design new automated aggregation methods that take advantage of the trace structure to enable a more detailed analysis of performance problems.

In this paper, we introduce a new trace aggregation methodology and tool, tprof, that hierarchically groups traces together and provides aggregate information at each layer of the hierarchy. At the top layer, all the traces are summarized together with overall statistics (avg latency, tail latency, etc.). At the second layer, the traces are organized by request type. For example, requests that post a new message to a social network will be separated from requests that read the posts. At the third layer, traces are partitioned based on the trace structure and what services/operations are used. For example, traces that have a cache miss and query the database would be separated from traces that have a cache hit. At the fourth layer, traces are grouped such that each span has the same child spans in the same order. Since this layer can assume that traces (within a group) have the same ordering and structure of spans, this allows for a more detailed trace analysis, which we call subspan analysis. We define the subspans of a span as the time periods where the span is likely doing work (e.g., time between first child span finishing and second child span starting). For example, Fig. 1 illustrates the subspans of the user-timeline-service ReadUserTimeline.
span. One advantage of this novel subspan analysis is the ability to automatically extract more detailed subspan information without any additional tracing instrumentation. Another key benefit is that we can use this subspan information to synthesize an “aggregate” trace that represents the average span and subspan durations. This hypothetical aggregate trace allows users to visualize the average behavior of a group of traces.

Once we’ve calculated all of these statistics, a key challenge is in navigating the large number of statistics. So to help users quickly identify performance problems, we design an automated diagnosis tool that analyzes the hierarchy and generates reports of potential issues. Starting from the top of the hierarchy, it narrows into a smaller set of traces that exhibits slow behavior identified in the upper layers. The benefit of a hierarchical approach is that each layer provides increasingly more detailed information, which is only possible due to how the traces are aggregated at each layer. For example, it is only possible to aggregate information at the operation level for the top layers, but the bottom layer is able to perform a subspan analysis since all traces in a group have the same trace structure and span ordering.

We evaluate tprof on both the recent TrainTicket benchmark [69, 70] and DeathStarBench benchmark [21] to illustrate how our tool can reveal multiple subtle performance issues. In our results, we show that fixing these issues leads to significant performance benefits, improving overall average latency by 10x and tail latency by 28x.

We make three primary research contributions:

- We design a novel performance profiler, tprof, that hierarchically aggregates distributed systems traces. At each layer of the hierarchy, tprof partitions traces into groups that are aggregated and analyzed, where lower layers are finely grouped to enable more detailed analyses. Our tool is open-sourced at https://github.com/lexiangh/tprof.
- We propose a new subspan analysis technique for extracting timing information about time periods between child spans of a span (Sec. 3.4). We use average subspan and span data to generate a synthetic “aggregate” trace that is representative of the average aggregate behavior (Sec. 3.5).
- We introduce a novel automated performance diagnosis that analyzes the aggregated statistics and generates a report of potential performance issues (Sec. 3.7).

2 Related work and background

Existing profilers can be divided into two categories. On the one side, there are traditional coarse-grained performance profilers that accumulate function runtimes and provide average durations. These are good for identifying issues that affect the overall behavior for all the requests, but they are ill-suited to finding slowdowns that affect only a fraction of the workload. On the other side, there are distributed tracing systems that provide fine-grained timing information about each request. This allows for detailed analysis of where a specific request is taking all of its time, but analyzing many traces is difficult for engineers due to the large quantity of data.

Our research introduces a new hierarchical approach for spanning the space from coarse-grained to fine-grained performance profiling by providing aggregate statistics across progressively smaller groups of traces. Our automated analysis starts with a coarse-grained overview of all the traces and traverses the hierarchy to identify subgroups of traces that exhibit slow behavior.

2.1 Coarse-grained: Performance profilers

Traditional performance profiling tools [17, 23, 27, 37, 54, 55, 58, 59], developed over decades, are essential for diagnosing performance issues. These tools are typically programming language specific and automatically instrument the code to collect information about the cumulative runtimes of functions in the code base. Instrumentation is the process of adding monitoring code for the purpose of debugging. For example, gprof [23] integrates with the compiler to automatically insert monitoring code at the beginning and end of functions to measure function statistics. For high-level languages such as Python, some profilers (e.g., cProfile [55]) hook into language-specific profiling and tracing infrastructure to automatically track function performance.

There are many enhancements to traditional performance profiling techniques. First, it is possible to calculate both the time spent within a function as well as time spent within a function excluding calls to other functions. For example, if f() calls g() and f takes a long time, then it is possible to determine whether this is due to g or code within f. In Python, the cumtime metric represents the cumulative time spent in a function and subfunctions, whereas the tottime metric represents the total time spent in a function excluding subfunctions. Second, some profilers (e.g., [17, 23]) are able to collect and display call graph information to provide structural information on how functions are called. For example, VTune [17] shows a graphical call hierarchy and highlights the critical path and most time-consuming functions.

While these coarse-grained tools are great at providing overall aggregate information without the need for manual instrumentation, they are fundamentally limited by design to only provide average information for the entire workload. Issues that only affect a fraction of the workload may be hidden in the averages. For example, a performance bug where data is unnecessarily copied between buffers multiple times may be hidden if it only occurs on a cache hit code path since averages are often heavily skewed by the slower cache miss code paths. Additionally, slowdowns that cause high tail latency for services may not show up in averages.
2.2 Fine-grained: Tracing systems

Modern distributed tracing systems [4, 18, 26, 36, 44, 53] have become mainstream debugging tools for complex distributed systems [13, 34]. Tracing systems work by either manual instrumentation or using libraries with built-in tracing support [41–43]. These tracing infrastructures log fine-grained information about how requests traverse the services and components within a system. Thus, one is able to investigate details at the granularity of single requests rather than overall averages. Additionally, a key benefit of tracing systems is the ability to correlate how a request accesses services and components in the distributed system. By contrast, coarse-grained performance profilers were originally designed for single programs and are not suited for tracking a request’s performance across many servers and services.

Tracing systems provide mechanisms for uniquely identifying time periods within a request, known as spans. Spans belonging to the same request are grouped together into a trace, which provides a complete view of the time spans within a request. Additionally, parent and child span information is tracked to capture the trace graph structure, similar to a call graph structure in a single program.

Fig. 1 shows a graphical representation (known as a Gantt chart) of an example trace for a request traversing a social network web service. The x-axis provides a timeline, and the y-axis shows the various spans, arranged hierarchically based on the parent/child information. The rectangles correspond to the starting/ending time of the spans, which typically correspond to operations such as Remote Procedure Calls (RPCs). However, users are able to track any time range, so one common approach to debugging is to add additional spans to investigate more detailed timing information for suspicious parts of the system. Additionally, users are able to tag information with spans such as RPC parameters, debugging info, request type, etc. [36, 53]. This makes tracing a powerful tool not only for performance issues, but also for general debugging and monitoring. Thus, many papers and systems have been developed to make the trace collection process scalable and practical [1, 2, 4, 15, 18, 26, 29–31, 35, 36, 44, 49, 53, 56, 66]. As research has lowered the overhead costs of tracing, production systems often have some tracing enabled for general monitoring of system health [34].

While much research has focused on tracing infrastructure, the trace analysis process is still mostly human-driven, where engineers visually inspect traces to identify problems [5, 46, 60, 69]. Trace analysis systems like Canopy [29] and Lightstep [32] provide mechanisms for filtering and sorting to identify interesting traces, but the standard approach still involves looking at traces. Not only is this slow and unscalable for engineering time, but developers can also be misled into investigating false positives; it is sometimes hard to distinguish between normal system variability and performance problems. Computing the critical path within a trace (e.g., [10, 11, 32]) is helpful when inspecting traces, but users can still be misled as shown in Sec. 4.4.2. Rather than inspecting individual traces, performance profiling needs to aggregate and summarize trends across many traces.

Recent systems from industry like Canopy [29], Lightstep [32], and Pintrace [14] have basic support for aggregation, but only at the coarse granularity of operations and overall latency. Furthermore, these systems still require human effort and expertise in deciding what relevant features to query (e.g., which request type to investigate). Our work advances the state of the art in trace analysis by aggregating traces via a hierarchical multi-pronged approach including fine-grained trace aggregation based on the structure embedded in traces. We also develop an automated approach for analyzing and traversing the hierarchy of aggregated statistics to identify slow regions for users to investigate.

2.3 Other related work

Besides distributed tracing, there is a variety of other performance debugging approaches. A few papers such as Zeno [63], lprof [68], and Stitch [67] use logging data to reconstruct code execution paths for performance debugging. However, logs may not contain all the events for a request, so it does not work as well as tracing for performance profiling.

A number of papers present methods for debugging anomalies [4, 6, 8, 9, 12, 19, 22, 25, 33, 38–40, 51, 64, 65]. Anomaly debugging focuses on identifying outliers, whereas our performance profiler’s goal is to identify the most relevant parts of the system that exhibit consistently slow performance. This includes tail latency issues, which are not necessarily caused by anomalies.

A few papers provide a root cause diagnosis of tail latency, but since they do not build upon tracing systems, their diagnosis is mostly centered around identifying problematic servers and anomalous system metrics rather than narrowing in on slow code regions that contribute to tail latency. For example, CloudPD [52], CloudRanger [57], and Roots [28] assume the system design and implementation is good and identify the faulty or slow server/VM/container/service that is causing high tail latency. SEER [22] and Sage [20] take a step further and react to slowdowns by provisioning extra resources to avoid high tail latency. However, these approaches are not designed to diagnose root cause issues with the system design and implementation itself. Causelnsfer [7], e-Diagnosis [51], X-ray [3], and FChain [40] take another approach in root cause diagnosis by identifying the system attributes and metrics (e.g., high CPU usage) that are correlated with tail latency. This is helpful for developers to understand the factors leading to tail latency but cannot pinpoint the code regions where further investigation is needed.
3 tprof

 tprof is our new performance profiling tool that uses distributed tracing systems to provide aggregate statistics about subsets of traces. The key challenge is in aggregating traces with potentially different request structures and operations. This involves answering two primary research questions:

1. Which traces should be grouped together so they can be aggregated in a meaningful way?
2. What information (e.g., spans vs. operations vs. subsans) can be aggregated within a group?

There is a trade-off when aggregating traces. Aggregating many diverse traces provides a broad system view, but one cannot aggregate in a detailed fashion since traces may not have the same structure. Aggregating similar traces allows for a more precise analysis based on trace structure, but there are fewer traces to aggregate in each group.

Our solution is to design four different methods of grouping and analyzing traces where each method defines two functions: 1) a grouping function that partitions a set of traces into subsets based on trace properties (e.g., structure), and 2) an analysis function that calculates aggregate statistics about the subsets of traces. These methods are organized hierarchically as a four-layer tree of traces where the top of the tree aggregates all traces and the lower layers progressively partition the traces into smaller groups with more detailed aggregation techniques. Of note, the bottom layer enables our new subspan analysis (Sec. 3.4), which we use to generate our novel “aggregate” trace representing the average behavior of the group of traces (Sec. 3.5). tprof also supports separating tail latency requests from non-tail latency requests to help in identifying issues with the slowest requests (Sec. 3.6). Lastly, tprof introduces an automated performance diagnosis that generates a report of potential performance issues (Sec. 3.7).

3.1 Definitions

In this work, we focus on distributed systems composed of multiple services. A service corresponds to a program running within one or more containers or virtual machines (VMs) that provides some functionality to other services or end-users. Services are instrumented with tracing code to label spans within a service. Spans correspond to time periods (start, end) within a service, and are labeled with an operation name that describes the span. For example, spans are typically created to represent the time to complete RPC operations. Production systems often have some spans already instrumented for basic system monitoring, and many common libraries have built-in support for tracing [41–43]. Developers can easily insert additional spans as well to help in the debugging process.

Spans are typically created in a hierarchical manner with parent/child relationships. This provides a mechanism to correlate how services utilize other services. That is, an end-user submits a high-level request to the system to perform some work (e.g., generate a report). This request starts at a service (e.g., web server) that will contact multiple other services to help in gathering data and computing the desired output. The parent/child relationships allow for the tracing system to correlate how the services communicate and serve the request. All the span data associated with a request is identified in the tracing system as a trace, and we often use the terms request and trace synonymously in this paper.

3.2 Layers 1/2: Operation analysis

In the first layer, all the available traces are grouped together to form one group that represents the overall behavior of the system. This allows us to analyze the system similarly to existing coarse-grained performance profilers. In the second layer, traces are grouped based on the request type. For example, this could correspond to a get vs. put request in a key-value store, or a browse vs. checkout request in an e-commerce website. By default, tprof uses the root span in the trace, which is typically an API endpoint, to group the trace, but request type identification can be user-defined (e.g., based on an attribute). The benefit of the second layer is the ability to calculate aggregate statistics for each request type whereas traditional performance profilers only have enough information to calculate averages across all requests.

Since the first and second layers make no assumptions on trace structure, we can only aggregate based on the names of the operations/services. This mimics traditional performance profilers analyzing programs at the granularity of functions. Currently, tprof calculates latency averages, std deviations, and 50th/99th percentiles for each operation as well as the overall latency, though data is available to calculate other statistics as needed.

In addition to calculating the statistics for operation durations, tprof also analyzes the operation durations excluding time periods where one or more of the operation’s child spans is running, which we label operation_self. That is, operation_self represents the amount of time where an operation is definitely not waiting on a child span to finish. Fig. 2 illustrates the difference between the operation duration and operation_self metric. This idea is similar to mainstream performance profilers such as python’s profiling with the toptime and cumtime metrics as well as gprof’s call graph profiling with the self and children metrics.

Figure 2: Illustrates layer 1/2 operation_self metric.
In the third layer, we consider the structure of a trace’s spans in the grouping process. Traces are grouped such that they have the same spans and the same parent/child span relationships. That is, two traces belong to the same group if they have the same spans, and each matching span has the same corresponding child spans. For example, if a trace consists of a span performing operation A, with two child spans performing operations B and C, then it is grouped with any other trace that consists of one operation A span that has exactly two child spans performing operations B and C.

In the third layer, we do not consider the order in which the child spans occur. The purpose of selecting this grouping methodology is to capture the structure of the trace in a way where parallel fanout operations would not be separated into different groups. So in our example, the first child span could perform operation C and the second child span could perform operation B or vice versa, and both types of traces would be grouped together.

Since layer 3’s groups have the same structure, we can perform a more detailed aggregation based on spans rather than operations. In our running example, suppose operation C also has a child operation B. If we calculate statistics based on operations, then the two operation B durations would all be averaged together. By contrast, calculating statistics based on spans would separate the operation B that’s a child of A from the operation B that’s a child of C.

In addition to analyzing the spans, we also introduce a new metric for analyzing the start times of a span’s children, which we label as child_diff (Fig. 3). Specifically, we calculate the time from (start of span → start of first child), (start of first child → start of second child), (start of second child → start of third child), and so forth. This information can help narrow down where a problem occurs within a span. For example, if the time till the first child span is large, then one might consider inspecting the initial code for that operation. If the child spans are executed in parallel, but the time between the start of the first and second child spans is large, then there might be a thread-related problem with launching the child operations. We also track the last part of the span after all child spans are complete, which we label as end_diff.

In the fourth layer, we consider both the structure and order of a trace’s spans in the grouping process. That is, two traces belong to the same group if they have the same spans, and each matching span has the same corresponding child spans that begin and end in the same order. For example, Fig. 4 illustrates an example of the six possible orderings for a trace with an operation A that has child operations B and C. Depending on the code being debugged, many of the orderings may not show up. If operation C is performed after operation B completes, then in the example, only the first ordering would be present in the traces.

The purpose of ensuring the identical ordering of both the begin and end times is to enable our novel subspan analysis technique. Our goal is to define time periods, which we call subspans, within a span that corresponds to time periods where the operation is definitely performing some work. Fig. 4 illustrates the subspans A0, A1, and A2 within span A. Since operation A invokes both operations B and C, then it must be performing some work to launch the operations, and this is represented by subspans A0 and A1. At the end of the operation after both B and C are complete, A must be performing some work to finish up the operation, and this is represented by subspan A2. We do not define subspans in the other time periods where A might be waiting for operations B and/or C to complete.

A benefit of the subspan analysis is to provide a more detailed breakdown of time periods without instrumenting or collecting additional information. But to aggregate the subspans between traces in a meaningful way (i.e., have the first subspan corresponds to the same time period), the traces must have the same subspans. This is precisely why our grouping function ensures that traces within a group have the same ordering of begin/end times of child spans. Thus, the subspan analysis produces identical subspans for traces in the same group. With identical subspans, tprof then analyzes the traces by aggregating all of the subspans to produce statistics such as the average, std deviation, 50th/99th percentiles, etc.

Alg. 1 presents our subspan analysis algorithm for calculating the subspans of a span, which we recursively apply to all spans within a trace. For a given span, we collect all the events of which there are four possible types: span_start (start of span), child_start (start of child span), child_end (end of child span), span_end (end of span). We sort the events by time and then define subspans where (i) the subspan end time is determined by a child_start or span_end event, and (ii) the subspan start time is determined by the previous event (in time). For example, in the first case in Fig. 4, three subspans are defined that end at the events corresponding to the start of child B (A0), the start of child C (A1), and the end of span (A2). These subspans start at the event prior to these events (i.e., start of span occurs prior to start of child B, end of child B occurs prior to start of child C, end of child C occurs prior to end of span). We label subspans numerically.
Figure 4: Illustrates six possible orderings for a trace with a span A that has child spans B and C. In layer 4, these would be separate into separate groups, with the corresponding subspan analysis for subspans A0, A1, and A2.

Algorithm 1: Algorithm for generating subspans.

```python
_func generate_subspans(span s):
    subspans = []
    prev_event_time = s.start_time
    subspan_number = 0
    events = get_sorted_events(s)
    foreach e in events do
        if e == "child_start" or e == "span_end" then
            new_subspan = Subspan()
            new_subspan.end_time = e.time
            new_subspan.start_time = prev_event_time
            new_subspan.span = s
            new_subspan.number = subspan_number
            subspans.append(new_subspan)
            subspan_number++
        end
        if e == "span_end" then
            break
        end
        prev_event_time = e.time
    end
    return subspans
```

3.5 Aggregate trace visualization

A key benefit of subspan analysis is the ability to synthesize an "aggregate" trace based on average span and subspan durations. Specifically, each span’s duration is set to its average span duration, and the start times of child spans are determined based on the average subspan durations. For example, consider the first case in Fig. 4, and suppose span A is on average 9ms, subspans A0, A1, and A2 are on average 1ms each, and spans B and C are on average 3ms each. Then span A, B, and C durations would be 9ms, 3ms, and 3ms, and they would start at 0ms, 1ms, and 5ms, respectively. This can then be visualized with existing tools (e.g., Jaeger [26]).

This synthetic aggregate trace gives users a "representative" view of an average trace that combines all the information across the traces within a layer 4 group. Prior work has aggregated coarse-grained trace statistics at the granularity of operation durations and overall latency [46], but we are the first to present the idea of an aggregate trace. This is because the aggregate trace is only suitable with our layer 4 grouping and subspan aggregation technique.

**Theorem 1.** Creating an aggregate trace using average span and subspan durations always produces a valid trace.

The proof works by decomposing a span into a sum of subspans and child spans and then applying the linearity of expectation. The formal proof is included in Appendix A.

By contrast, aggregating based on non-average statistics does not always work. For example, consider the 99th percentile in the prior example where half of the traces have span B and C durations of 5ms and 1ms, respectively, and the other half of the traces have 1ms and 5ms durations, respectively. Assume all subspans are 1ms and span A is 9ms in all traces. Thus, the 99th percentile metric would be 9ms, 5ms, and 5ms for spans A, B, and C, respectively. However, there’s no way to create a synthetic trace with non-overlapping child spans B and C each of duration 5ms while being contained within a 9ms span A duration.

3.6 Tail latency support

Another benefit of using tracing data over performance profiling averages is the ability to diagnose tail latency issues. tprof specifically takes advantage of this by providing an explicit tail latency analysis at each layer in the hierarchy. For each group of traces being analyzed, tprof further subdivides the group into “normal” traces and “tail” traces based on a user-defined threshold (e.g., 90%). The slowest requests above the threshold percentile are marked as tail requests and the rest are marked as normal requests. tprof then performs the same analysis (depending on the layer) on the normal traces, tail traces, and all the traces collectively.

1A valid aggregate trace maintains the trace structure and span averages.
3.7 Automated performance diagnosis

To aid users in performance diagnosis, tprof analyzes the aggregated statistics and auto-generates a report of the most relevant subspans to investigate. In the first layer, tprof identifies the slowest operations across all of the available traces by sorting based on the average operation_self duration multiplied by the count of executions. This provides a global perspective to identify important operations to focus on when debugging, which mimics the information presented in traditional coarse-grained performance profilers.

In the second layer, tprof narrows into the request type where the slowdown seen in layer 1 has the largest impact. Specifically, we iterate through all groups in layer 2 and rank them based on the operation_self duration multiplied by the count similar to in layer 1. In addition, tprof classifies whether the slowdown is tail-specific or not by comparing tail and normal traces (Sec. 3.6). If the ratio of tail/normal operation_self durations exceeds a threshold, tprof labels it as a tail issue. Empirically, we find that the specific threshold isn’t very sensitive (anywhere between $3.5\times$ and $8\times$ works in our experiments), so we default to $4\times$.

Since an operation may be utilized in multiple spans within a trace (e.g., multiple calls to database), tprof uses the layer 3 data to narrow into the specific problematic span as well as the slow region within the span. Specifically, tprof sorts the child_diff metric multiplied by the count of invocations across all spans of the slow operation to identify the slow part of the span. We use the index of the child that starts late to identify the problematic subspan in the layer 4 group.

Finally, tprof analyzes the layer 4 data to identify which layer 4 group best exhibits the problematic subspan. We sort the groups by the average subspan duration multiplied by the count and fraction of time of the subspan within its span. This pinpoints slow subspans that are frequent and constitute a large fraction of its span. Once the layer 4 group is identified, tprof synthesizes an aggregate trace to visually point out the problematic subspan in the context of the average behavior of the layer 4 group. With this problematic subspan, a user can then correlate the slow subspan with the code. Once a user has narrowed the scope of the problem to a specific part of the code, the user can add additional spans to instrument more detailed regions of code. Our tool can then be used again to narrow down which parts of the code is slow. Additionally, one can run A/B tests and use tprof to evaluate whether a proposed fix helps performance.

Since each layer in the automated report generation is based on rankings, we actually generate multiple performance diagnosis reports in a hierarchy so that even if the top issue is not a bug, a user can look into the second or third ranked issues. Some slowdowns may be due to natural variability or heavy computation, and it is up to the user to decide whether it is a bug or not as with traditional performance profilers. As a performance profiler, tprof is also not designed to fix issues, but rather to provide helpful information for users to diagnose performance slowdowns. Nevertheless, as shown in Sec. 4.2.1, tprof saves users a lot of engineering time in identifying important areas to focus on to find performance bugs and/or optimize performance.

Fig. 5 in Sec. 4.3 shows an example report generated by tprof. The report is dynamically generated via a simple web application so that the different parts of the report hierarchy can be easily collapsed and navigated in a web interface.

4 Evaluation

To show the benefits and generality of tprof, we conduct evaluations on two systems, TrainTicket [70] and DeathStarBench [21]. We evaluate tprof to answer these key questions:

(1) How effective is tprof in detecting slowdowns? (Sec. 4.2)
(2) Can tprof expose unknown slowdowns? (Sec. 4.3)
(3) How does tprof compare to the state of the art? (Sec. 4.4)

4.1 Experimental setup

DeathStarBench: DeathStarBench [21] is a suite of microservice benchmark applications, and we use the social network application, which represents an example of a modern distributed systems design using microservices with 30 services including databases, caches, web servers, and application logic. Each microservice is designed to be simple and modular, but performance diagnosis is complex by virtue of having many services all working in conjunction to serve requests.

We focus on the ComposePost (CP) and ReadUserTimeline (RUT) workloads provided by the benchmark. After initializing the social network with a sample Facebook dataset [47], the CP requests insert random messages (i.e., posts) for random users. These posts show up in the users’ timeline views, which are read by the RUT requests. In our system, we send CP and RUT requests in a 1:4 ratio under a 90% load.

TrainTicket: TrainTicket [70] is a complex microservice benchmark system that currently consists of 41 services excluding databases and caches. It is designed to mimic the microservice systems seen in industry.

A key difference between the systems is that TrainTicket often directly accesses the different microservices through REST APIs in the javascript code whereas DeathStarBench funnels requests through a frontend nginx web server. This architectural difference in the workloads results in traces that look very different. For example, the DeathStarBench traces start with a root nginx span, whereas the TrainTicket traces have a variety of root spans. Thus, our evaluation with both systems demonstrates that tprof generalizes to different types of systems and use cases.

Cluster configuration: Our experiments are conducted in our dedicated experimental cluster consisting of 20 dual-socket servers with 12 cores, 16-32GB of memory, and 10GbE networking. The cluster is set up with CloudStack [48] to
support Ubuntu 18.04 virtual machines (VMs) using KVM under default settings. We launch VMs on each node and place microservices in Docker containers provided by the benchmarks to achieve load balancing in the initial setting. We also launch a VM for sending requests to the system. Once an experiment is completed, we run tprof to collect traces from Jaeger and generate a report of the performance.

4.2 Effectiveness in detecting slowdowns

4.2.1 Real-world slowdowns

Zhou et al. [69] conduct an industry survey on real-world bugs and perform a detailed user study evaluating the amount of human effort required to find the real-world bugs when they're injected into the TrainTicket benchmark [70]. We compare tprof against this work and demonstrate that tprof successfully pinpoints both of the performance slowdowns described in the paper without any human effort. **SSL slowdown:** The first performance bug studied in [69] is due to the SSL protocol slowing down requests. Using the same fault injection code as in that paper, we replicate this bug in our cluster by injecting the fault into one of the frequently used services in the benchmark (ts-station-service). tprof successfully identifies the ts-station-service : queryForStationId operation as the top performance problem. Even though the operation is short (6.14ms) compared to other operations (100s of ms), it is executed many times and contributes significantly to the overall latency. tprof correctly identifies that it is not a tail-specific bug, indicating...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Slowdowns</th>
<th>Fixes</th>
<th>Average Latency Improvement</th>
<th>99-percentile Latency Improvement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. User Timeline - Nginx network delay</td>
<td>Service migration: User Timeline - Nginx</td>
<td>Subspan: 54.1ms -&gt; 10.1ms (5.36x) RUT: 164ms -&gt; 109ms (50% faster)</td>
<td>Subspan: 450ms -&gt; 27.1ms (16.6x) RUT: 1190ms -&gt; 1070ms (Timed out)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Post Storage - User Timeline network delay</td>
<td>Service migration: Post Storage - User Timeline</td>
<td>Subspan: 34.8ms -&gt; 14ms (2.49x) RUT: 109ms -&gt; 66.9ms (63% faster)</td>
<td>Subspan: 432ms -&gt; 90.1ms (4.79x) RUT: 1070ms -&gt; 1040ms (Timed out)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Post Storage - ReadPosts’ child late start</td>
<td>Code Modification: Remove memcached_quit()</td>
<td>Subspan: 16.4ms -&gt; 0.276ms (59.4x) RUT: 66.9ms -&gt; 32.9ms (103% faster)</td>
<td>Subspan: 1010ms -&gt; 4.16ms (243x) RUT: 1040ms -&gt; 88.8ms (11.7x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Compose Post - UploadText’s child late start</td>
<td>Service migration: Compose Post - Post Storage</td>
<td>Child_diff: 90.7ms -&gt; 8.15ms (11.1x) CP: 82.6ms -&gt; 49.9ms (66% faster)</td>
<td>Child_diff: 239ms -&gt; 9.44ms (25.3x) CP: 273ms -&gt; 94.1ms (190% faster)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Post Storage - MemcachedMget slow</td>
<td>Code Modification: Use native BSON format instead of JSON</td>
<td>MemcachedMget span: 9.35ms -&gt; 2.42ms (3.86x)</td>
<td>MemcachedMget span: 45.9ms -&gt; 10.2ms (4.50x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Post Storage - MongoFindPost slow</td>
<td>Library usage change: Asynchronous commit instead of synchronous commit</td>
<td>Span: 18.8ms -&gt; 0.549ms (34.2x) CP: 47.8ms -&gt; 39.7ms (20% faster)</td>
<td>Span: 43.3ms -&gt; 1.94ms (22.3x) CP: 164ms -&gt; 64.9ms (153% faster)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Write HomeTimeline - RedisUpdate inefficiency</td>
<td>Library usage change: Replace mongoc_collection_find_and_modify() with mongoc_collection_update()</td>
<td>Span: 17.7ms -&gt; 1.91ms (9.27x) CP: 39.7ms -&gt; 24.9ms (59% faster)</td>
<td>Span: 24.1ms -&gt; 5.20ms (4.63x) CP: 64.9ms -&gt; 48.0ms (35% faster)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. User Timeline - Mongo Insert inefficiency</td>
<td>Library usage change: std::async() in deferred instead of async mode</td>
<td>Subspan: 3.62ms -&gt; 0.508ms (7.13x) RUT: 12.7ms -&gt; 10.9ms (17% faster)</td>
<td>Subspan: 10.7ms -&gt; 3.50ms (3.06x) RUT: 31.0ms -&gt; 27.1ms (14% faster)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. User Timeline - ReadUserTimeline’s child late start</td>
<td>Library usage change: std::async()</td>
<td>Subspan: 58ms -&gt; 25.2ms (2.30x)</td>
<td>296ms -&gt; 47.1ms (6.28x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>ComposePost (CP)</td>
<td>164ms -&gt; 10.9ms (15.0x)</td>
<td>1190ms -&gt; 27.1ms (43.9x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ReadUserTimeline (RUT)</td>
<td>142ms -&gt; 13.7ms (10.4x)</td>
<td>1130ms -&gt; 40.6ms (27.8x)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Summary of performance issues and improvements in DeathStarBench case study. Relevant metrics that most accurately reveal the slowdowns are presented in their corresponding Latency Improvement cells. Slowdowns evaluated on spans are detected by operation_self metric.  

that the slowdown affects typical requests. As the amount of code in this operation is relatively small, one would consider environmental factors such as SSL, network overhead, etc., which would lead to the root cause. As a performance profiler, tprof is not designed to reveal the SSL root cause or fix the bug, but it does reveal the right location to investigate further.

**Slow SQL queries:** The second performance bug studied in [69] is due to using too many nested “select” and “from” clauses in a SQL statement. The authors reproduce this effect by injecting a delay into the ts-voucher-service to simulate the slow SQL queries, and we reproduce the problem in the same way. tprof successfully identifies the slow operation as the top performance problem. It also identifies it as a non-tail-specific problem since the slowdown affects all requests. We extend this bug into a tail bug by only injecting the delay 2% of the time. Tprof successfully reports the operation as the top performance problem, but this time it is marked as a tail bug, which indicates a user should be investigating a rarer phenomenon than the typical behavior.

**Debugging effort comparison:** Zhou et al. [69] conduct an industry survey that both identifies these bugs and also tracks the debugging effort. In the first SSL bug, the survey reports that experienced engineers spent 56 hours debugging and fixing this bug, with 22 hours spent on identifying, and 27 hours spent on fixing the underlying root cause.
scoping, and localizing the fault [69]. In the second slow SQL query bug, the survey reports 8 hours of engineering time, with 2 hours spent on localizing the fault [69]. Zhou et al. [69] also conduct an in-house evaluation with industrial debugging practices and the state-of-the-art trace visualization ShiViz [5] tool. In the first bug, they failed to find the bug using any of the techniques. In the second bug, they found the bug in 1.7–2.6 hours. By comparison, tprof is able to identify the slow operations in both cases automatically. Additionally, tprof is able to identify the more complex tail version of the second bug.

4.2.2 tprof accuracy

To evaluate tprof’s accuracy in identifying slowdowns, we randomly pick 10 locations within the DeathStarBench system and inject delays to mimic slowdowns. Fig. 6 shows tprof’s accuracy in identifying the correct subspan where the delays are injected. Our injected delays range from 5ms to 40ms, which is roughly half of the average ReadUserTimeline (RUT) request type latency (10.7ms) to 50% larger than the average ComposePost (CP) request type latency (25.5ms). Among the 10 randomly selected locations, 7 are related to the more complex CP request type and the other 3 are related to the RUT request type. When the injected delay is 5ms (20% of CP/50% of RUT), tprof reports other subspans as being the dominant slow region to investigate. But as the delay increases and becomes a major slowdown, tprof correctly identifies the subspan with the delay in all but one of the cases. In that case, the injected delay was in an infrequently executed code path comprising only 7% of the traces. tprof is able to identify it as a (tail) slowdown, though it is the second ranked issue.

4.3 Exposing unknown performance slowdowns

To evaluate how well tprof works in realistic settings where we do not have prior knowledge about the performance problems, we conduct a case study using DeathStarBench to discover entirely new issues. We first provision and configure the system as best as we could to avoid bottlenecks and then proceed to search for performance issues. We run tprof over a benchmark experiment and read the top-ranked performance report. The auto-generated report points out a problematic subspan, and we look at the corresponding code to figure out how to resolve the issue.

TBL. 1 presents the summary of the slowdowns, fixes, and performance improvements that we identified. Performance issues in complex systems are notoriously difficult to identify, and we find a variety of problems ranging from code bugs and design inefficiencies to deployment/resource management issues (e.g., suboptimal VM placement). Compared to the original code base with a manually optimized configuration, we see a 10× average latency improvement and 28× 99th percentile tail latency improvement. This demonstrates the potential of tprof in identifying issues that can significantly impact the overall system performance.

Fig. 5 shows an example report for slowdown 3 to illustrate tprof’s automated report generation. Since tprof operates in a hierarchical fashion, the report is also hierarchical where each layer is collapsible to facilitate navigation. From the report, we see that the ReadPosts operation in post-storage-service is slow for the ReadUserTimeline request type. In particular, the tail latency traces (top 10%) are 16.2× higher than the other traces using the operation_self metric (Fig. 2), so tprof classifies this as a tail-specific issue. tprof then identifies that the first part of the span (i.e., before the first child is launched) is slow, which corresponds to the first subspan as marked by PROBLEMATIC_SUBSPAN. Our synthetically generated aggregate trace is not from any single trace, but instead represents an aggregation of many traces (6.9% of all traces in this case). Thus, we have confidence that this subspan is slow on average across many traces.

After looking at the relevant code, we discover a bug in the code where connections are not properly reused due to an erroneous memcached_quit() invocation. After fixing the
issue, we find that performance is drastically improved with the subspan’s 99th percentile latency improving by $243 \times (1010\text{ms} \rightarrow 4.16\text{ms})$, which corresponds to an $11.7 \times 99$th percentile reduction for ReadUserTimeline requests.

4.4 Comparison with state-of-the-art approaches

We compare against the state-of-the-art approaches and tools used in practice today using the slowdowns in Sec. 4.3.

4.4.1 Coarse-grained aggregation

Trace analysis systems such as Lightstep [32], Canopy [29], and Pintrace [14] support basic aggregation of tracing data at the granularity of operations. We use Lightstep to group by the operation name and sort to identify the slowest operations (Lightstep rank - Operation). We repeat this process with an initial filtering step for tail spans (top 10%) to identify tail latency issues (Lightstep rank - Operation Tail). We also try other aggregation approaches suggested by Lightstep’s documentation and tutorials such as aggregating by service, but these approaches perform worse.

Tbl. 2 shows the ranking of each slowdown identified in Sec. 4.3. tprof identifies all issues as the top-ranked issue (excluding previously identified issues), whereas the coarse-grained aggregation ranks the issue much lower in most cases. This is because the slowest operations are often parents of the actual slowdown. Furthermore, tprof identifies the part of the span (i.e., subspan) that is slow, whereas Lightstep can only denote an entire operation as being slow.

In some of the Lightstep rank - Operation Tail cases, the operation is not in the ranking since the non-tail issues were all filtered out from the tail spans. For the tail slowdowns (3 & 4), Lightstep rank - Operation Tail has a higher ranking than Lightstep rank - Operation, but without knowing in advance whether an issue is a tail issue or not, it is difficult to know which issue one should spend time investigating.

4.4.2 Debugging individual traces

A common and well-established approach to debugging with traces is to manually look through “interesting” or slow traces. For example, one can use Lightstep to identify the slowest spans and look at the corresponding traces [62], or one can use Jaeger directly to view/compare the high latency traces [16]. The problem with this approach is that individual traces can be misleading when investigating slowdowns.

Fig. 1 shows an example trace of a 99th percentile request, and Fig. 7 shows two other traces near the 99th percentile. The three traces show completely different results. In Fig. 7a, one would think to investigate the ReadUserTimeline operation in nginx-web-server. In Fig. 7b, one would think to investigate MongoFindUserTimeline in user-timeline-service. In Fig. 1, one would think to investigate subspan 3 in the ReadUserTimeline operation in user-timeline-service. Looking at any one of these traces could lead to a lot of wasted time chasing slowdowns that only affect an insignificant fraction of requests. Looking at all three of these traces could lead to confusion or a conclusion that it’s all random noise. Users experience the same issues even when applying critical path analysis. It turns out that only Fig. 1 is an actual bug, which tprof identifies as the last slowdown in Tbl. 1.

We also use an advanced correlation feature in Lightstep to identify operations that are correlated with high latency following their tutorial [60]. The approach works by using their correlation metric to identify the operation to filter by,
and then manually investigating traces where the operation is slow. While the correlation metric performs reasonably well in identifying the slow operation, the resulting traces are similarly misleading. Like with Jaeger, actual problematic traces are sometimes among these traces, but there is so much noise across traces that it’s hard to pick out the consistently slow regions without aggregation.

5 Discussion

5.1 Generality of layers

In practice, users may sometimes want to partition or filter tracing data based on date/time and other attributes (e.g., HTTP status code). This can be accomplished by performing a user-defined pre-filtering step before using tprof.

Users may also desire to compare traces based on features other than request types, such as geographic locations of clients, traces traversing through a particular service, requests with warning/error messages, etc. In these cases, those features can be used alternatively to partition in layer 2.

5.2 Handling complex trace structures

Complex trace structures may result in many layer 4 groups, and tprof employs two design principles to address this challenge. First, the automated analysis can swiftly pinpoint the relevant trace group that manifests the performance issues. Our evaluation shows that tprof is able to accurately point out the problematic group from dozens to over one hundred layer 4 groups. Second, we use a hierarchical design to provide different granularities of aggregation. For example, slowdown 4 in Tbl. 1 is most accurately detected via the child_diff metric in layer 3, which aggregates nearly 9x more traces than the most relevant layer 4 group.

5.3 Subspans not on the critical path

Critical path analysis on traces, which has been studied in academia [10] and is commercially available [61], is orthogonal to tprof’s contributions. Those approaches can be easily applied to the aggregate traces generated by tprof. Users can choose whether to consider subspans not on the critical path of the trace. Nevertheless, our evaluation in Sec. 4.3 shows that tprof is able to unveil many unknown performance issues without critical path information.

6 Conclusion

We present tprof as a new performance profiler that aggregates distributed systems traces to diagnose performance bugs and inefficiencies. It uses four different analyses to hierarchically group and aggregate traces based on the trace structure. Our novel subspan analysis enables the creation of aggregate traces for easy visualization. Our automated performance diagnosis tool analyzes the aggregated statistics to report the most likely performance issues. Our evaluation demonstrates how tprof is able to accurately identify both tail latency and average latency bugs, leading to 28x and 10x improvements, respectively.

Appendix

A Proof of aggregate trace: Theorem 1

Proof. We begin by showing that (i) spans can always be decomposed into a sum of subspans and child spans; (ii) the time between the beginning of a span till the start of any child span can also be decomposed into a sum of subspans and child spans. It then follows from a linearity of expectation argument that the aggregate traces are valid.

To give some concrete examples on decomposing a span (i), consider the example traces in Fig. 5. In a group 1 trace, \( A = A_0 + B + A_1 + C + A_2 \). In a group 2 trace, \( A = A_0 + A_1 + C + A_2 \). In a group 3 trace, \( A = A_0 + B + A_2 \). It is always possible to find this decomposition due to how subspans are defined. Starting at the end of the span, we find the prior event in time, and this period refers to the last subspan, which is part of the decomposition. The prior event must be one of the other events (start of span, end of child span, start of child span). If it is the start of span, then we are done. If it is the end of child span, then the next component in our decomposition would be that child, and we would repeat this decomposition process from the start of that child’s span. If it is the start of child span, then the next component in our decomposition would be the subspan ending at this event and starting at the prior event, and we would repeat this decomposition process from the prior event. In other words, we can recursively define decomposition as follows:

\[
\text{decompose(event) =}
\begin{cases}
\text{None} & \text{if (event is start of span)} \\
\text{decompose(prior event)} & \text{if (event is end of span or event is start of child span)} \\
\text{decompose(prior event) + subspan(prior event, event)} & \text{if (event is end of child span)} \\
\text{decompose(child span)} & \text{if (event is start of child span)}
\end{cases}
\]

This decomposition also applies to the time between the beginning of a span till the start of any child span (ii).

We can now treat each component in the decomposition as a random variable. We do not need to make any assumptions about the distribution of the random variables or even whether they are independent or not. By the linearity of expectation, the expected value of a sum of random variables can always be decomposed as a sum of expected values. Therefore, by using averages for each component (i.e., subspan or child span), we maintain the overall average span duration as well as the average start time of each child span, and thus our aggregate traces are always valid. We note that this only applies to averages since other metrics do not decompose linearly, as explained in Sec. 3.5.
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